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Abstract:  

Feed mills face an ongoing challenge of controlling pellet quality of manufactured feeds, as many factors dur-
ing formulation and manufacturing influence the physical properties and quality of the output. Many previous 
studies have been conducted to examine how single (or a few) isolated factors impact pellet quality under con-
trolled research and experimental settings, but these studies have limitations when it comes to extrapolation 
to the commercial feed mill where a multitude of factors are changing simultaneously. Therefore, the objective 
of the current thesis was to develop predictive models for pellet quality from data collected (formulation, man-
ufacturing conditions, environment) in the commercial mill setting. To achieve this goal, machine learning (ML) 
and statistical modelling approaches were applied to build models for predicting the pellet quality. Specifically, 
there were three objectives: (1) Twelve ML models were developed on a preliminary mill dataset with a small 
number of factors (N = 16); (2) After applying dimensional reduction methods on a mill dataset with a large 
number of factors (N = 75), four statistical models were developed; and (3) Feature engineering approaches 
including feature creation and feature selection were applied to a full dataset with a large number of factors (N 
= 75), and then the selected feature were used for constructing twelve ML models. The results showed that 
both ML models and statistical models developed in the current study could be used to predict the pellet quali-
ty, and ML models had potential to perform the task of prediction better than statistical models. Some factors, 
including expanding temperature, target species, starch content, wheat, soybean meal, etc., played an influen-
tial role in prediction of the pellet quality in both ML and statistical models. The models developed in this the-
sis, considering various dynamically changing factors across formulation, manufacturing conditions and the 
environment, can help commercial feed mills improve the manufacturing process as well as gain a better un-
derstanding of how various factors impact the pellet quality. The models developed can also be applied to op-
timize targeted parameters in the pelleted feed manufacturing process, leading to improvements in the effi-
ciency and sustainability of the feed industry. 
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